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Flooding is an increasing hazard to society and good governance now implies careful water management in terms of
design, planning and control of urban and rural areas. This requires that rainstorms, extreme water levels and so on
are taken into account with relevant precision. A great aid is the existence of graphical information systems with
raster-based digital elevation models (DEMs). Modern technology such as Lidar means that DEMs are of everincreasing resolution. This paper describes how, without adaptations, a DEM can be used efficiently for detailed 2D
flooding simulations. The method is based on four components: the sub-grid method; bottom friction derived from
the divided channel method; the finite-volume staggered grid method for shallow water equations with rapidly
varying flows; and quadtrees.

1.

Introduction

Cartesian grids have many advantages; for example, simple
numerical equations are involved and generating suitable meshes
is relatively quick and can be fully automated. However, accurate
representation of arbitrary land–water boundary outlines is often
a problem. Land–water interfaces vary in type. For example,
steep walls (such as in quays and dykes) do not move in space as
the water level changes and in situations such as these, finite
elements and unstructured grids might give a better solution.
However, for land–water boundaries that move horizontally as
well, such as tidal flats, river banks with mildly sloping bottoms
or overland flow, every method faces similar problems.
Recent decades have seen a resurgence of Cartesian grids for
computational fluid dynamics. Their classical disadvantage has
been largely removed by proposing flow solvers (e.g. cut cells,
immersed boundary method, quadtrees) that deal with moving and
arbitrary boundaries (e.g. Aftosmis et al., 1998; Causon and
Ingram, 2001; Mittal and Iaccarino, 2005; Rosatti et al., 2005).
Another recent development is raster-based digital elevation models
(DEMs) of ever-increasing resolution, which have been applied in
flood simulations (e.g. Bates and De Roo, 2000; Horritt and Bates,
2001; Marks and Bates, 2000). In some works, detailed bathymetric
data are used as a sub-grid (Bates, 2000; Yu and Lane, 2006a,
2006b), taking into account some kind of porosity (Cea and
Vazquez-Cendon, 2010; Sanders et al., 2008). The effect on bottom
friction of sub-grid depth variation inside a coarse grid cell might
be accounted for by the definition of the so-called ‘effective depth’
(Defina, 2000; Yu and Lane, 2006b). Casulli (2009) and Casulli and
Stelling (2011) apply detailed sub-grid data in combination with
unstructured grids, both for 2D and 3D flow equations. This
approach combines the advantages of accurate representation of

both sharp and mild land–water interfaces. Casulli (2009) explains
the non-linearity of the continuity equation due to the sub-grid
combined with flooding and drying. Brugnano and Casulli (2009)
give a rigorous proof of convergence of the Newton method for a
sparse system of non-linear equations if the wet surface is a nondecreasing function of the water level. Flooding problems may
contain different flow types within one domain, such as overland
flow and rapidly varying flow due to dam break and/or dam
overflow. Rapidly varying flow is often simulated with Godunovtype methods (Begnudelli et al., 2008; Cea and Vazquez-Cendon,
2010; Liang et al., 2004). These methods, however, are often not
very efficient for overland flow and flow in deeper water due to
explicit time integration and time-consuming computational procedures on non-staggered grids. Stelling and Duinmeijer (2003),
Kramer and Stelling (2008) and Kernkamp et al. (2011) describe a
semi-implicit method that is reasonably accurate and efficient for a
variety of situations such as rapidly varying flow, overland flow and
flow in normal conditions such as rivers, estuaries and coastal seas.
This paper attempts to combine the best components from the
aforementioned literature. The proposed method is based on four
components
(a) the sub-grid method, including flooding and drying (Casulli,
2009)
(b) bottom friction based on the concept of roughness depth,
described in this paper
(c) the finite-volume staggered grid method for shallow water
equations with rapidly varying flows (Stelling and
Duinmeijer, 2003), including semi-implicit time integration
(Casulli and Walters, 2000)
(d ) quadtrees (e.g. Wang et al., 2004).
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The method is outlined in Section 2. First, the grids are defined
and then the integration of a fine raster grid, the DEM, with a
Cartesian coarse grid is described. For this goal, indicator
functions are used to obtain approximating step functions with a
continuous domain. The result is suitable for the application of a
finite-volume method. The local variation of the bottom within a
coarse grid cell requires special attention for friction. For overland flow, this is a dominant aspect of the momentum balance.
The notion of roughness depth is defined to account both for
depth and roughness variation. Advection of momentum, which is
applicable to rapidly varying flows such as dam overflow, is also
treated. This section also describes the implicit time integration
including the non-linear implicit equations with flooding and
drying. The examples in Section 3 show that a sufficiently refined
sub-grid can represent both sharp and soft land–water interfaces
with satisfactory accuracy, similar to cut cells. Section 4 presents
concluding remarks and the appendix explains how tables can be
constructed to save memory and computation time.

and the momentum equation in the y-direction is

2.

Numerical method

The 2D shallow water equations are as follows. The continuity
equation is

3:

v t þ uv x þ vv y þ g y þ

cf
vkuk ¼ 0
h

in which

h(x, y, t) ¼ (x, y, t)  e(x, y)

denotes the total water depth, u(x, y, t) and v(x, y, t) are depthaveraged velocities, g is acceleration due to gravity, (x, y, t) is
the water level above reference plane, e(x, y) is the bottom
elevation above reference plane and cf denotes a dimensionless
friction function.
The starting point of the numerical method is a detailed Cartesian
grid or DEM (see Figure 1). For the computation of water levels,
the DEM pixels are clustered into larger cells, as shown in
Figures 2–4. The cells may have different sizes, since they are
δx ⫽ δy

1:

h t þ (uh) x þ (vh) y ¼ 0

z⫽0
P

P

z ⫽ ei,j
ei,j

Momentum in the x-direction is given by

2:

u t þ uu x þ vu y þ g x þ

cf
ukuk ¼ 0
h

Figure 1. Digital elevation model as a step function
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Figure 2. Quadtree coarse grid domain
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Ωl,m,n

z ⫽ ζl,m,n

h ⫽ max(0, ζ ⫺ e)
P
z ⫽ ei,j

Figure 3. Finite volume with sub-grid

2.1 Integration of sub-grid with coarse grid
The sub-grid idea is based on two grids with different resolution. Bottom values are given in a fine Cartesian grid or DEM
(Figure 1). The size of a DEM pixel is defined by x 3 x:
Water levels and velocities have a coarse grid Cartesian
quadtree domain (Figure 2). The coarse grid sizes are a
multiple of x given by ˜x l ¼ ˆ x 2 l ; ˆ and l are integers,

Δxl ⫽ Δyl ⫽δxΓ2l

Pi,j
North

NW

NE

Ω NE
l,m,n

East

West

Ω lNW
,m,n

Ωl,m⫺1,n

the quadtree. The momentum volumes are centred around the
interfaces of two adjacent leaf cells (see Figure 6). This implies
that if the adjacent cells are of equal size, the momentum cell is
composed of one half of each cell. If the adjacent cells have a
different size, then the momentum cell is composed of one
quarter of the largest cell and one half of the smallest cell
(Figures 6 and 7). It turns out to be very efficient to use the
quarters of a leaf cell, denoted by the compass direction (Figure
4), as the basis for the approximation of both bottom friction and
momentum transport. All this is explained, with mathematical
details, in the following subsections.

P
V

Ωl,m,n

u

Ω lSW
,m,n
SW
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Ω lSE
,m,n

SE

u

W

E
u

Figure 4. Coarse grid sub-domains

ordered according to a quadtree (Figure 5). Here, a finite-volume
method is used in a rigorous way, so the continuity equation is
solved strictly mass-conservative and also the momentum equation is solved strictly momentum-conservative. The grid is
staggered so that there are different mass volumes and momentum volumes. The mass volumes are centred around the leaves of

Figure 6. Finite-volume velocity domains in coarse grid
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Figure 5. Hierarchical quadtree ordering

Figure 7. Pressure gradient stencil in quadtree
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SW
l,m, n ¼ [(m  1)˜x l , (m  1=2)˜x l ]

ˆ > 1 and l > 0: Each coarse grid cell can be considered as a
cluster of ˆ2 l 3 ˆ2 l DEM pixels. The minimum number is
ˆ 3 ˆ: To integrate the two grids, step functions with a joint
continuous domain are defined. The step functions are based on
indicator functions,  P and  , and P and  are sub-domains
(Figures 1 and 2) defined as

3 [(n  1)˜ y l , (n  1=2)˜ y l ]
NW
l,m, n ¼ [(m  1)˜x l , (m  1=2)˜x l ]
3 [(n  1=2)˜ y l , n˜ y l ]
NE
l,m, n ¼ [(m  1=2)˜x l , m˜x l ]

Pi, j ¼ [(i  1)x, ix] 3 [( j  1)x, jx]

3 [(n  1=2)˜ y l , n˜ y l ]

 l,m, n ¼ [(m  1)˜x l , m˜x l ] 3 [(n  1)˜ y l , n˜ y l ]

SE
l,m, n ¼ [(m  1=2)˜x l , m˜x l ]
3 [(n  1)˜ y l , (n  1=2)˜ y l ]

The definition of an indicator function for domain D is

(
D ¼

1 if (x, y) 2 D
0 if (x, y) 2
= D

A quadtree can be considered as a grid with a hierarchical
ordering (Figure 5) with cells as leaves at different levels l in the
hierarchy. For the domains of the computational cells at different
leaf levels
SE
 l1,2 m1,2 n1 ¼ SW
l,m, n ,  l1,2 m,2 n1 ¼  l, m, n ,
NE
 l1,2 m1,2 n ¼ NW
l,m, n ,  l1,2 m,2 n ¼  l, m, n

This allows the following approximating functions with a continuous domain (Figure 3)

~e(x, y)  e(x, y)
~e(x, y) ¼

I X
J
X

e i, j  Pi, j (x, y)

To get a ‘balanced quadtree’, the maximum difference in leaf
layer number between two adjacent cells is 1. Velocity domains
in the staggered grid (Figures 6 and 7), denoted as  l, mþ1=2,n or
 l, m, nþ1=2 , depend on the leaf layer difference between two
adjacent volume cells. In general, we have

i¼1 j¼1

 l,mþ1=2, n ¼ E þ W at (l, m þ 1=2, n)

~
(x, y, t)  (x, y, t)
~
(x, y, t) ¼

M X
N
X

For E,W
l, mþ1=2,n the following options exist

 l, m,n (t) l, m, n (x, y)

~
h(x, y, t)  h(x, y, t)


~
h(x, y, t) ¼ max 0, ~
(x, y, t)  ~e(x, y)

8 NW

>
>
> lþ1,( m=2)þ1, n=2)
>
<
E ¼ SW
lþ1,( m=2)þ1,( nþ1)=2
>
>
>
>
: SWþNW
 l, mþ1, n

 l, m, n  ½(m  1=2)˜x l , (n  1=2)˜ y l , t

8 NE
 lþ1, m=2, n=2
>
>
>
>
<
W ¼ SE
lþ1, m=2,( nþ1)=2
>
>
>
>
: SWþNW
 l, m, n

m¼1 n¼1

Here

The quarter sub-domains are also defined by compass direction
(Figure 4) as
570

4:

lE . l,

n ¼ even

lE . l,

n ¼ odd

lE ¼ l

lW . l,

n ¼ even

lW . l,

n ¼ odd

lW ¼ l

(see also Figures 6 and 7). This implies that each domain of the
momentum volumes can always be composed of quarter subdomains. If there is no level difference between adjacent
volumes, the number of quarter sub-domains is 2 + 2 ¼ 4, other-
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wise it is 1 + 2 ¼ 3. Flooding and drying might change these
numbers due to completely dry quarters.

V l, m,n (t) ¼

The following discrete variables are then defined as follows.

ðð

~h(x, y, t) dx d y

 l, m, n

¼ x 2

j¼ j1
i¼i1 X
X

max(0,  l,m, n  e i, j )

i¼i0 j¼ j0

Cross-section

A xl, mþ1=2, n (t) ¼

ð n˜ y l

~
h(m˜x l , y, t) d y

in which

( n1)˜ y l

i0 ¼ 2 l ˆ(m  1) þ 1
i1 ¼ 2 l ˆm

Cross-section

A l,y m,nþ1=2 (t) ¼

j0 ¼ 2 l ˆ(n  1) þ 1

ð m˜x l

Cross-sections at the interfaces of cells are slightly more complex
and are given by

‘Water level volume’

V l, m,n (t) ¼

j1 ¼ 2 l ˆn

~
h(x, n˜ y l , t) dx

( m1)˜x l

ðð

~
h(x, y, t) dx d y

A l,y m,nþ1=2 (t) ¼

 l, m, n

ð n˜ y l

¼ x

(see Figure 3)

~h(m˜x l , y, t) d y

( n1)˜ y l
j¼ j1
X

max(0,   l,mþ1=2, n  e iþ1=2, j )

j¼ j0

‘Velocity volume’
where

V l, mþ1=2, n (t) ¼

ðð

~
h(x, y, t) dx d y

 l, mþ1=2, n

i ¼ 2 l ˆm
j0 ¼ 2 l ˆ(n  1) þ 1

Volume-averaged velocity

j1 ¼ 2 l ˆn

ðð
u(x, y, t) h(x, y, t) dx d y
u l, mþ1=2, n (t) 

 l, mþ1=2, n

h(x, y, t) dx d y
 l, mþ1=2, n

¼

e iþ1=2, j ¼ max(e i, j , e iþ1, j )
and, for  , we apply first-order upwinding

Discharge in x-direction

Q xl, mþ1=2, n (t)

Here we have

ðð

A xl,mþ1=2, n (t)u l, mþ1=2, n (t)

Due to the step functions, the integrals above are in fact only
simple summations



l, mþ1=2, n


u l, mþ1=2, n 
  l,m, n
¼ max 0, 
u l, mþ1=2, n 
 u

l, mþ1=2, n
  l, mþ1, n
 min 0, 
u l, mþ1=2, n 
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2.2 The finite-volume equations
The equations are derived from the shallow water equations. The
finite-volume formulation is as follows. The continuity equation is

or

Vt þ
5:

X


Qn f ¼ 0 at (l, m, n)

P
where V at (l, m, n) ¼ V l, m, n ,
@ denotes the summation of
discharges over all the faces of  l, m, n and n f is the outward
directed normal. The actual number of discharges depends on the
local quadtree ordering.
The momentum equation is

(uV ) t þ

 uQ
nf þ

ðð


~
h gDx  þ

ðð


where the values for E,W at (l, m þ 1=2, n) (see Figure 7)
depend on the quadtree as follows.

E ¼  l,mþ1, n , W ¼  l, m, n , lE ¼ lW
 l, m, n þ  l,m, n1
2

n ¼ even and lE . lW

bu =r ¼ 0

E ¼  lþ1,( m=2)þ1,( nþ1)=2 , W ¼

at (l, m þ 1=2, n)

E  W
(˜x E þ ˜x W )=2

at (l, m þ 1=2, n)

E ¼  lþ1,( m=2)þ1, n=2 , W ¼

@

6a:

V

¼ gDx  ¼

7:

@

X

^x
F
hydrostatic pressure

 l, m, n þ  l, m, nþ1
2

n ¼ odd and lE . lW
in which r is density, b is bottom friction and Dx  is the free
surface gradient.  u is computed by upwinding and the discharge
 has to be estimated by an averaging procedure. (Since the
Q
momentum equation for v in the y-direction is exactly similar, we
ignore that equation.) After application of (uV ) t ¼ u t V þ uV t ,
dividing by V and normalising the bottom friction as ^ ¼ =r,
Equation (6a) can be rewritten as

E ¼

 l, mþ1, n þ  l, mþ1, n1 W
,  ¼  lþ1, m=2, n=2
2
n ¼ even and lE , lW

E ¼

 l, mþ1, n þ  l, mþ1, nþ1 W
,  ¼  lþ1, m=2,( nþ1)=2
2
n ¼ odd and lE , lW

advection

hydrostatic pressure

zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{
X
 uQ
 n f þ uV t
ut þ

ðzﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ
ð ﬄ}|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{
~
h gDx 

@

þ

V



V

2.2.2 Bottom friction
The bottom friction force follows from the surface integral of b

bottom friction

zﬄﬄ}|ﬄﬄ{
ðð
^bu

þ

6b:



V

^x
F
bottom friction ¼
¼0

at (l, m þ 1=2, n)

The spatial discretisation for each component is now described.
2.2.1 Hydrostatic pressure
The normalised force due to hydrostatic pressure is given by

^x
F
hydrostatic pressure ¼

ðð
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~
h gDx  ¼ gDx 

ðð


~
h gDx 

~
h ¼ gDx V



^bu ¼

ðð

cf ukuk



where cf is a dimensionless coefficient based on formulations
such as Manning or Chezy (e.g. Yen, 2002). Within  l, mþ1=2, n we
do not know u: One might assume a constant velocity u l, mþ1=2, n :
However, for gravity-driven flow, in shallow areas with locally
relative deep pixels, such as ditches (see Figure 8), this will

The hydrostatic pressure gradient, Dx , is assumed to be constant
within  l, mþ1=2, n : This implies

ðð

ðð

Figure 8. Sub-grid ditch
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overestimate friction and underestimate conveyance. (For dominantly wind-driven flow the assumptions of this section are not
valid, and constant velocity would be a better assumption.)
Instead, we try to construct a function ~u(x, y): This function is
based on two assumptions valid within a quarter of a computational cell.

It follows that

(a) The friction slope S f is constant.
(b) The direction of the flow is constant.

ðð

10:

k~uk~h

~
ku9
u9k

ðð

~h(~h=cf )1=2
kuk


Æ9 ¼
¼
¼
~ ~h9=cf 9 )1=2 V
~
~
ku9
u9k(
ku9
u9kV
ku9
u9k
ðð
~h(~h=cf )1=2
 f 9 1=2
c

¼
~
V
h9

, this gives the following expressions.
For  ¼ SW,...,NE
l, m, n
2
 f ~
~(x, y)2 cf k~
uk2
 S  ¼ u(x, y) þ v
¼
g~
h=cf
g~
h

8:

The x-component of the bottom friction in a cell quarter is now
given by

^ x ¼ukuk
F
b

¼ constant if (x, y) 2 

ðð

cf
¼ ukuk ð ð
2
Æ

V3
2

~h(~h=cf )1=2


at SW, . . ., NE of (l, m, n)

11:

ðð
k~
uk ¼



ðð

~h(~
~2 )1=2
u2 þ v
V

¼



~
hk~
uk

Equation 11 can be written as

V

2ð ð

at SW, . . ., NE of (l, m, n)
^ x ) ¼Vukuk=hf , hf ¼
(F
b

k~
u(x, y)k ¼ k~
u(x9, y9)k
9:

(~
h=cf )1=2
(~
h9=cf 9 )1=2

~ ¼~
if (x, y) 2  and (x9, y9) 2 , h9
h(x9, y9)

We further assume

k~
u(x9, y9)k ¼

 
^ x )WþE
^x
(F
F
b l, mþ(1=2), n
b

¼
V l, mþ(1=2), n V l, mþ(1=2), n
¼

^ x )NEþSE þ (F
^ x )NWþSW
(F
b l, m, n
b l, mþ1, n
V l, mþ(1=2), n

¼

u l, mþ(1=2), n NEþSE
f
þ f NWþSW
l, mþ1, n
V l, mþ(1=2), n l, m, n

where, for instance

u ¼ uNE
l, m, n

v ¼ vNE
l, m, n

V

We define hf as the roughness depth. This is similar to effective
depth (Defina, 2000; Yu and Lane, 2006b), but in our definition
the spatial variation of cf is taken into account as well. In the
limiting case of only one pixel in a coarse cell, hf ¼ h=cf : The
total friction force in the x-direction depends on the local
quadtree. For the simple case that lE ¼ lW it is given by

kuk
Æ(x9, y9)

8
u l, mþ1=2, n
>
>
<
¼ or
>
>
:
u l1,2 mþ1=2,2 n
8
v l, m, nþ1=2
>
>
<
¼ or
>
>
:
v l1,2 m,2 nþ1=2



at SW, . . ., NE of (l, m, n)

12:

This implies

4

32
~h(~h=cf )1=2
5

13:

where

f ¼V

kuk
hf

^ bx ¼ uf and F
^ y ¼ v f : By
We define f as a friction factor since F
b
computing this friction factor per quarter of a grid cell, one can
573
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easily compose any bottom friction force according to the subdomain division as given by Equation 4. For instance, under the
assumption that lN ¼ lS , we get

we will get the discharges at the faces of V l, mþ1=2, n automatically.
The sub-grid discharges are computed by the assumption





y

^
F
b
V

¼
l, m, nþ(1=2)

¼

^ x )SþN
(F
b l, m,nþ(1=2)

15:

V l, m, nþ(1=2)
v l, m, nþ(1=2) NWþNE
f
þ f SWþSE
l,m, nþ1
V l, m, nþ(1=2) l,m, n

For large DEMs with many pixels per grid cell, the evaluation of
friction factors might be expensive in terms of processor and
memory requirements. For efficient evaluation it is convenient to
make use of tables combined with Taylor series (see the
appendix).

In this equation there are two external discharges at the external
 x,0
 y,0
face of V l, m, n , Q
m1=2, n and Q m, n1=2 (Figure 5), and two internal
x or y,0

discharges, Q m, n : Assuming

u0m1=2, n ¼ u1m1=2, n ¼ u m1=2, n
yields

2.2.3 Advection of momentum
16:

^x
F
advection ¼

X

The values for  u are simply computed by upwinding. The
 at the
remaining problem is the computation of the discharges Q
faces of  l, mþ1=2,n (see Figure 9) such that

X

ð ( n1=2)˜ y l

~h[(m  1)˜x l , y] d y

( n1)˜ y l

 y,0
where we integrate over a sub-face. Likewise, Q
l, m, n1=2 can be
u,0

 v,0 , we need
computed. For the internal discharges, Q m, n and Q
m, n
SW,...,NE
 x,0 ,
four equations for (V m, n
) t with the four unknowns Q
l, m, n
y,0
y,1
x,1



Q
l, m, n , Q l, m, n and Q l, m, n : However, Equation 15 applied for
SW, . . ., NE is an identical system with no unique solution. To
solve this, we replace one equation by the requirement that the
expression

n f ¼ 0
Q

 x,0 =A x,0 )2 þ (Q
 x,1 =A x,1 )2
E Q ¼ (Q

f

14:

 x,0
Q
l, m1=2, n ¼ u l, m1=2, n

 uQ
 n f þ uV t

f

Vt þ

 x,0
 x,0
 y,0
 y,0
(V SW
l, m,n ) t ¼ Q l, m1=2, n  Q l, m, n þ Q l,m, n1=2  Q l,m, n

 y,0 =A y,0 )2 þ (Q
 y,1 =A y,1 )2
þ (Q

at (l, m þ 1=2, n) or at (l, m, n þ 1=2)

at (l, m, n)
First we compute the discharges at the faces of each sub-volume
: By constructing a velocity volume as
with the domains SW,...,NE
m, n
the summation of adjacent sub-volumes, according to Equation 4,

should be minimal. The fourth equation can now be found by a
linear least-squares procedure. After this we can write

Pi,j

^x
F
advection ¼

X

 uQ
 n f þuV t ¼

f

¼

X

X
f

 uQ
 n f u

X

n f
Q

f

nf
( uu)Q

f

First-order upwinding at outflow locations yields  u ¼ u: So this
expression implies the summation of inflowing momentum
discharges only. We now define

advð uÞ ¼
Figure 9. Discharges for momentum transport
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17:

1X
n f
( u  u)Q
V f
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At strong flow contractions, a correction (Stelling and Duinmeijer,
2003) has to be applied to correct for head gain due to shortcomings locally of the hydrostatic assumption.

This expression is rewritten as

Dx  ¼

In summary, we get the following spatial discretisation of the
momentum equations

u t þ adv(u) þ gDx  þ
6c:

u WþE
f
¼0
V

¼ Dx   d y  þ d y 

The time integration is given by

u kþ1  u k
þ adv(u k ) þ g(Dx  d y ) kþŁ
˜t

at (l, m þ 1=2, n)

2.3 Semi-implicit time integration
Time integration is based on the Ł method in combination with a
predictor–corrector approach for the bottom friction. This is
required in the case of large-area flooding problems. The time
integration is given by

þ d y k þ

at (l, m, n)

u kþ1  u k
þ adv(u k ) þ g(Dx þ d y ) kþŁ
˜t

18:

u

¼ (1  Ł)u þ Łu

at (l, m þ 1=2, n) (lE ¼ lW )

Due to the sub-grid approach, the strict mass-conserving continuity equation is non-linear. After elimination of u kþ1 from
Equation 18 by substitution of Equation 19, we follow an iterative
approach (Casulli, 2009) based on Newton iteration, which
includes flooding and drying. The method is based on V as a
non-linear function that is strictly positive. Now the implicit time
integration adjusts the water levels to the positivity of V. Implicit
time integration is imperative for this procedure.
If lE 6¼ lW , the pressure gradient is different from Equation 19.
According to Equation 4, we have four options in this case; just
one example is given here

Dx  ¼

u kþ1 k WþE
(f )
¼0
Vk

at (l, m þ 1=2, n, n ¼ odd)

kþ1

u kþ1  u k
u kþ1
þ adv(u k ) þ gDx  kþŁ þ k ( f k )EþW ¼ 0
˜t
V
19:

 d y k þ
20b:

k

u kþ1 k WþE
(f )
¼0
Vk

20a: at (l, m þ 1=2, n, n ¼ even)

V ( kþ1 )  V ( k ) X k kþŁ
þ
A u nf ¼ 0
˜t
f

kþŁ

 lþ1, m=2þ1, n=2   l, m, n  l,m, n   l, m,n1
þ
(˜x lþ1 þ ˜x l )=2
˜x lþ1 þ ˜x l

 lþ1, m=2þ1, n=2  ( l, m,n þ  l, m, n1 )=2
(˜x lþ1 þ ˜x l )=2
n ¼ even and lE . lW

In this way, the requirements of a positive definite and symmetric
system of equations to apply the conjugate gradient method for
the linear equations are fulfilled (Casulli and Walters, 2000). In
fact, the method that we use is a combination of Gaussian
elimination and the Conjugate Gradient method; see Kernkamp et
al. (2011). The anti-symmetry of the system between odd
numbered and even numbered momentum equations avoids
stability problems due to the explicit d y  k term. The advection
approximation imposes the velocity Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy
condition. This can be bypassed by a locally implicit method
(Kramer and Stelling, 2008). Neglecting advection as well as
inertia yields the diffusive wave approximation (e.g. Bates and
De Roo, 2000; Yu and Lane, 2011), which is unconditionally
stable for this time integration.

3.

Examples

The method described here is based on developments over many
years. Without sub-grids or quadtrees, it has been intensively
tested and applied, with structured and unstructured grids, both
for theoretical test cases and practical applications. Theoretical
test cases such as classical dam breaks and hydraulic jumps can
be found in works by Stelling and Duinmeijer (2003), Kramer
and Stelling (2008), Zijlema and Stelling (2008) and Kernkamp
et al. (2011). For flat bottoms without quadtrees, the method
described here is exactly the same. A theoretical test case for
flooding and drying with the sub-grid method is given by Casulli
(2009). A comparison with real floods, based on historic flood
events, is described by Hesselink et al. (2003). Practical applica575
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tions, without sub-grids and quadtrees, are given by Alkema and
Middelkoop (2005), Carrivick (2006), Tarekegn et al. (2010),
Kernkamp et al. (2011) and Poretti and De Amicis (2011), among
others. Flooding test cases with the combination of 1D channels
embedded in 2D terrains, both based on Stelling and Duinmeijer
(2003), can be found in the work of Stelling and Verwey (2005).
Two test examples that highlight the sub-grid, the bottom friction
and the quadtree are described here. The first example shows the
efficiency of the sub-grid for accuracy in bathymetry combined
with friction. The second shows the efficiency of quadtrees for
the representation of dykes that might break or overflow.
3.1 U-bend
The first example considers a U-bend (Figure 10); this river
section has a deep outer bend, a shallow inner bend and a bed
slope of 2.0 3 104 : The bottom cross-section is a quarter period
of a sinusoidal function with an amplitude of 4 m (Figure 10).
The minimum inner radius of the bend, for the highest water
levels is 107 m. The outer radius is 320 m. The maximum width
is 213 m. This varies with water level. We assume a uniform
Manning coefficient of 0.026. The sub-grid is very detailed with
a pixel size of 1 3 1 m and a total number of 960 3 640 pixels.
The outer bend position is fixed, but the inner bend position
depends on the water level. At both inflow and outflow, water
levels are imposed as boundary conditions. The maximum water
depth is kept the same at both inflow and outflow. The resulting
river discharge can be considered as the equilibrium discharge for
the given water depth. We consider combinations of different
coarse grid sizes and different prescribed water depths. The
coarsest and finest grids are shown in Figure 11. The results of
the combinations are summarised in Table 1.
In particular, the grid dx0 ¼ 80 m is very coarse. Nonetheless, the
equilibrium discharges for all three cases are very close to each
other, as Table 1 shows. The sub-grid gives a similar accuracy as
cut cells (Rosatti et al., 2005). The combination with the friction
approach based on roughness depth yields a very accurate result
given the relative very coarse grid. Figure 12 shows the wet bed
for the highest water level and a number of streamlines. Figure

960 m

640 m

Figure 11. Coarsest and finest grids for river bend

Qequilibrium : m3 /s

dx0 : m

80
40
20

E1
hmax ¼ 3.9 m

E2
hmax ¼ 1.9

E3
hmax ¼ 0.9

539.0
546.1
550.0

106.1
106.9
107.4

20.2
20.2
20.2

Table 1. Comparison of discharges

3

0

2

1

π
0

Figure 12. River bend flow, hmax ¼ 4 m

Figure 10. River bend bottom
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13 plots the interpolated water levels along the streamlines in the
inner and outer bend. For the straight sections, the horizontal
scale is based on a dimensionless distance along the streamline,
scaled from 0 to 1 and from 2 to 3. The bend in the middle
section is plotted based on the angle of polar coordinates in the
bend, ranging from 0 to  and scaled from 1 to 2. This allows
plotting of the water levels along the streamlines, which are
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0·35

Outer bend, dx ⫽ 20 m
Inner bend, dx ⫽ 20 m

0·30

Outer bend, dx ⫽ 40 m
Inner bend, dx ⫽ 40 m
Outer bend, dx ⫽ 80 m
Inner bend, dx ⫽ 80 m

Water level: m

0·25
0·20
0·15
0·10

N
North Sea

0·05
0

Breach

π

0
0

0·5

1·0
1·5
2·0
Dimensionless distance

Dunes

Dyke

2·5

3·0

Figure 15. Quadtree grid with sub-grid

Figure 13. Comparison of water levels

different in length, on the same horizontal scale. The effect of
momentum advection in the river bend is only significant for case
E1. The results for the three different grids are still quite similar
and show the remarkable accuracy of this approach.
Figure 14 shows the wet bed for the coarse grid and the lowest
water level. For all cases, the wet beds are all the same, regardless
of grid size.

N

Dunes

Dyke

North Sea

3.2 Flooding case
A practical example shows the efficiency of this method due to
the quadtree with sub-grid extension. This example concerns a
polder area in the north of the Netherlands, near the village of
Petten, where there is no protection by dunes, only a dyke against
storm surges at sea. Consider a dyke failure with a breach of
160 m width. A DEM is used with pixels of 5 3 5 m. In the case
of polder flooding, it is important to represent accurately
obstacles that might block the flow, such as dykes and roads.
With a minimum coarse grid size of four pixels, obstacles cannot
be missed. Figure 15 shows the grid and Figure 16 shows a

Figure 14. Wet bed low water level, dx ¼ 80

Breach

Figure 16. Snapshot of flooding event

snapshot after 5 h of flooding. The fine sub-grid contains
1386 3 886 ¼ 1 227 996 pixels. Three coarse grids are considered: grid 1, ˆ ¼ 4, lmax ¼ 4; grid 2, ˆ ¼ 2, lmax ¼ 5; grid 3,
ˆ ¼ 2, lmax ¼ 3: Grids 1–3 have 4880, 10 736 and 13 014 cells
respectively – a factor 100 to 250 less than the number of pixels.
Nevertheless, the sub-grid approach yields a detailed view (see
Figure 16), while the grid is relatively coarse. The computational
time on a simple laptop, for a simulation of 3 days, is less than
5 min. Without the sub-grid, an equally accurate simulation is
often more than a 100 times slower.
The quadtree is not (yet) applied dynamically here. It is adapted
to the location of dams and roads that might block the flow
temporarily before they overflow. In that case, there is rapidly
varying flow near the dams possibly with hydraulic jumps.
Detailed grids are needed here to capture this automatically and
accurately. The flow is directed normal to the crests. Some
applications (Wang et al., 2004) apply quadtrees for accurate
representation of closed boundaries, where the flow is aligned
with the boundary. In the current case, this is taken care of by the
‘cut cell effect’ of the sub-grid. Overland flows in low-land
polders are not likely to propagate with significant bores, but the
577
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case of hydro dam breaks is different. For those applications,
quadtrees could be applied dynamically to refine near the bore
front (Liang et al., 2004).

same DEM; this allows very rapid assessment combined with
detailed simulations.
(e) To reduce memory – and computational requirements – precomputed tables might be used. This allows the analysis of
DEMs with tens of millions of pixels on relatively simple
computers.

Figure 17 shows inundated hectares as a function of hours for
three different grids. Here, the sea level boundary condition was
chosen at 3.5 m above normal level. Grids 2 and 3 give equal
results, so the coarser grid at the relative flat polder area does not
influence the results. Within 8 h, a large area is almost completely
inundated. Grid 1 inundates a little bit slower. This is with local
adaptation of the DEM such that the polder dams are recognised
within the 434 pixel coarse grid size. Without this adjustment,
the inundation proceeds too quickly, as shown in Figure 17. In
other words, it is imperative to have an accurate representation of
the dams.

Appendix. Tables for the evaluation of
volumes and roughness depths
To reduce computational and memory requirements, tables can be
used for the evaluation of volumes and bottom friction factors.
Let us start with volumes.

V¼

ðð


~h ¼

X

x 2 h i, j



More practical applications of the method can be viewed at
www.3di.nu.

4.

Concluding remarks

This paper has presented a novel approach based on a detailed
DEM without the need for an evenly fine grid for flow quantities.
The method has a number of advantages.
(a) It is efficient, producing accurate volumes and cross-sections
regardless of the resolution of the coarse grid.
(b) The 2D extension of the 1D divided channel approach allows
accurate representation of local roughness variation not only
due to the bathymetry but also due to local variation of
surface type (pavement versus vegetation for example).
(c) The method yields simple and efficient grid generation for
quadtree coarse grids, connected to a high-resolution DEM,
without the need for interpolation of depth values.
(d ) Different grids of different resolution are all based on the

dxmin ⫽ 20, dxmax ⫽ 320

dxmin ⫽ 10, dxmax ⫽ 80

dxmin ⫽ 10, dxmax ⫽ 320

dxmin ⫽ 20, no adaptation

Consider two cases – case 1 ( > e max ) and case 2
(e min ,  , e max ) where e max is the maximum bottom elevation
within a computational cell. For case 1, the number of wet pixels
is fixed.

V¼

X

x 2 h i, j ¼ x 2



X


¼ ˜x 2   x 2

X

  x 2

X

e i, j



e i, j ¼ ˜x 2   E



So, in this case, it is a simple formula where the number
P
E ¼ x 2 e i, j has to be computed only once at the start of the
time integration. For case 2, the volume is a non-linear function
since the number of wet pixels varies with depth. In this case, the
volumes for various water levels are tabulated with a fixed
increment of, for instance, 10 cm.
Bottom friction is less trivial. As an example, consider the
Manning formula, given by

2500

cf ¼

Flooded area: ha

2000

gn2
h1=3

1500

where n denotes Manning’s coefficient. According to Equation
13, friction factors are given by f ¼ V kuk=hf and these values
have to be computed for every quarter of a grid cell. The volume
is already dealt with, kuk is trivial, so the computation of hf is
left. Substituting cf ¼ gn2 =h1=3 into Equation 12 yields, with
some rearrangement

1000
500
0
0

2

4
Time: h

6

8
f 1=2

Figure 17. Time history of flooded hectares
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( gh )

1
¼
V

ð ð ~5=3
h
 n
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ÐÐ
The volume V is known, so we look at  ~h5=3 =n: For case 1,
 > e max , we use a Taylor series as follows.

ð ð ~5=3
X h5=3
h
i, j
¼x 2
n
i, j
 n



X 1
5=3 5
2=3 5
2 1=3
2
¼ x
h þ ˜h i, j h þ ˜h i, j h
þ
n i, j
3
9

x

2

X h1=3


n i, j



5 2
2 5
h þ ˜h i, j hþ ˜h i, j
3
9

h and ˜h i, j are defined as

X

e i, j =n i, j



h¼ X

¼e
1=n i, j



˜h i, j ¼ h i, j  h ¼ e  e i, j ¼ ˜e i, j
Due to this definition of h, as an average weighted with inverse
Manning coefficients, we get

X

˜h i, j =n i, j ¼ 0



or



ð ð ~5=3
X h1=3 2 5
h
2
2
 x
h þ ˜e i, j
9
n i, j
 n

2 1=3

¼ x h

X 1
5 X ˜e2i, j
h
þ
n i, j 9  n i, j

2

!

All the summations in this expression can be part of the preprocessing before the actual flooding simulation. For case 2,
e min ,  , e max , we simply set up a pre-computed table for the
P
5=3
values of x 2  h i, j =n i, j : In particular, if cells are relatively
flat, as one often encounters in typical Dutch polder areas, the
tables are rather small and a lot of memory space and computational effort is saved.
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